Many familiar with Lightwave know how to use the lathe tool. There are some, however, like myself who need slightly more in-depth instruction. The following is a tutorial for beginners.
Getting Familiar
In Lightwave modeler, you can lathe an object with a polygon or a curve. I've created a polygon ( fig.1 ) by using the pen tool and left-clicking to make my points.
A more organic object can be achieved through making a curve ( fig.2) with the sketch tool.
Once done, specific points can be moved or deleted to make your desired shape. An even smarter method is to create points separately (in order from bottom to top or vice versa), then create a polygon. Now go to the multiply tab and select lathe. Click the left-mouse button next to your object and drag to define the axis direction of your lathe, release the button once finished (fig.3) . Now click and drag the left mouse-button horizontally to change the width of your object. You can let go and still change the width again, but once you're ready to set the lathe, hit the spacebar.
